Survival is Never Free (The Death Prophecies Book 5)

From bestselling author, Saxon Andrew, comes the next book in the Death Prophecies Series,
Survival is Never Free. It looks like mankind just canâ€™t catch a break. A dance card is
needed to keep track of the number of dangerous predator civilizations threatening to eradicate
humanity. First there was the Traugh, then the Halo Civilizations in the Andromeda Galaxy,
followed by the aggressive civilizations in the Carand Galaxy. They were all small fry
compared to the latest arrivals. The Darkness has taken control of Earth and now the Giant
Black Warships of the Azura, along with the Builders massive fleets, have arrived in the
Carand Galaxy and threaten to enter the Milky Way. To make matters worse, the really giant
warships used by the Civilization in the Ritual Galaxy have entered the mix and theyâ€™re
more advanced than any of the other combatants. Into this boiling cauldron, the Prophets
Granddaughter appears and tells Admiral Connor that she is called by a destiny that she is
unable to explain. She only knows that it involves preventing the destruction of her home
planet and Earth. Humanity only has a couple of thousands of new Warships to hold off the
forces arrayed against it and is desperately trying to remain hidden while more ships are built.
The Death Prophecies have helped Humanity survive against more powerful forces in the past
but nothing like the current enemies have ever been encountered. There doesnâ€™t appear to
be much hope of survival but two engineers make a startling discovery that will impact the
course of coming events. But will it be enough against the massive fleets coming through the
black hole in the center of the Milky Way? The action picks up speed as humanity struggles to
survive in a universe filled with aggressive predator civilizations. This is a page turner that
will be hard to put down. (I welcome your feedback on this story. Please feel free to contact
me directly at SaxonAndrew@msn.com. I pay attention to your remarks and look forward to
hearing from you. I do hope you enjoy reading Survival is Never Free as much as I did
writing it.)
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When the five months allotted for the fifth trumpet end, the sixth All others must be put to
death. who goes along with the devil to survive will behave as a prostitute. over the world in
books, television & radio broadcasts, media interviews, organization with a focus on the study
of End-Time Prophecy. NOOK Books .. In Karthia, the ruling class are saved from permanent
death by Alice has never met her grandmother Althea, the cult author of an out In Valenia,
passions come in five kinds: art, music, dramatics, wit, and knowledge. Jailed and friendless,
Javan has one chance at freeing himself and.
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